traditions, concurrent languages dier in many respects, though all share the common aspect to expose parallelism to programmers. In order to provide language level support to programming with more than one process, a few basic concurrency primitives are often combined to provide the main language constructs, sometimes making dierent assumptions. In this paper, we analyze the most common primitives and related semantics for the class of synchronous concurrent programming languages, i.e., languages with a global mechanism of processes synchronization. Then, we present a generic framework for approximating the semantics of the main constructs which applies to both, declarative as well as imperative concurrent programming languages. We determine the conditions which ensure the correctness of the approximation, so that the resulting abstract semantics safely supports program analysis and verication. Finally, we ascertain the conditions that make it possible to implement the abstraction by a source to source transformation of the language semantics.
Introduction
Concurrent programming languages are programming languages that use language constructs for concurrency. Two main approaches exist to concurrency: the synchronous and the asynchronous models. Asynchronous models are based on the assumption that system components running in parallel proceed at different rates. Synchronous models dier from asynchronous ones since they assume that all system components share the same clock and are perfectly synchronized. Synchronous languages [2, 5] such as Esterel [3] , StateCharts [8] , and Argos [9] are imperative, whereas the relational languages Signal [7] and tccp [11] , and the functional language Lustre [4] are declarative. Synchronous languages typically oer primitives to deal with negative information, namely to instantaneously test absence of signals. These languages are also based on the strong synchronous hypothesis, meaning that each reaction of the reactive system is assumed to be instantaneous, and then takes no time. This provides a deterministic semantics of concurrency as well as a formal straightforward interpretation of temporal statements. While the synchronous hypothesis is considered unrealistic when communication time cannot be neglected, it makes sense when programming reactive systems, i.e., systems which continuously interact with the environment: operating systems, real-time control software, client/server applications, and web services typically fall in this category. In this context, to take no time is understood in two ways: the environment remains invariant during the reaction and all sub-processes react instantaneously at the same time.
There are numerous advantages to the synchronous approach. by a basic test action can be derived from a specic state (i.e., the condition is fullled).
Note that effect depends on the specic implementation of the operator ⊕, which is the operator that makes states evolve.
In order to correctly model control ow instructions, we assume that each test a ∈ Ask is complemented by another action ¬a ∈ Ask which represents that a does not hold, i.e., the test fails In the synchronous approach, the execution of basic actions take time, and this is the way time passes. Figure 1 shows the language syntax we choose for the description.
Intuitively, a program is a set of declarations together with an initial action A0. A declaration can be seen as a procedure denition proc(x), where parameters can be passed to the body, Action. In the body of a declaration, we can specify the following actions: a! The Local Declaration denes local variables to actions. The Conditional executes the action associated to the then branch provided the condition is satised; otherwise executes 1 The ¬a action must not be confused with the action which semantically can be interpreted as the opposite of a. For example, assume a constraint-based system where variable X has the value X ∈ [0, 10], i.e., the value of variable X can be any of the values in the considered interval. X > 5 does not hold, thus we could say that the test of ¬a as dened above holds. Recall that an opposite test of X > 5 is X ≤ 5. Note that ¬X > 5 does not imply that X ≤ 5 holds. Assume that function nLab :→ L returns a new fresh label at each invoka- In Figure 2 , we show the relation →S representing the operational semantics of the synchronous language, where ai(i = 1, . . . , n), a, b ∈ Ask and c ∈ Tell. We assume that the parallel and choice actions are commutative, i.e., the order in which the dierent actions are represented does not aect thenal result.
In the semantics, we assume that each action is labeled with the label that points to the program instruction to be subsequently executed. In rule R-S1, agent end is supposed to be labeled with the special tag l end ∈ L. Given a conguration A, s , A being the parallel R-S1 
R-S3b
A, s →S A , s , B, s →S A||B, s →S A ||B, s , and an initial state s0 ∈ State, the trace based semantics of P determined by the transition relation →S , denoted by T (S)(D)( A0, s0 ), is the set of maximal traces of the form A0, s0 →S A1, s1 →S · · · that can be constructed from initial conguration A0, s0 .
Consider S = State, test, effect and S = State , test , effect , such that → S is a ∼-simulation of →S .
It is easy to
and pLab(Ai) = pLab(A i ).
In order to discuss the relation among different semantics, we dene a notion of observable which is parametric to the specic semantic context S = State, test, effect . We rst dene the projection on the second component of a trace ↓ such that ↓= and ( Ai, si →s s)↓= si · s↓, where s is a trace.
Denition 3 (Observable) Given a semantics context dened by the 3-uple S = State, test, effect , a program P of the form D[A0] and an initial conguration A0, s0 , we dene the set of observable traces OS (P ) = {s ↓ |s ∈ T (S)(P )( A0, s0 )} Now we are ready to formalize the abstract semantics.
3
Abstraction of Basic Actions
Abstracting states
As it is well known, abstract interpretation may be equivalently dened by upper closure operators (ucos) and Galois insertions. An ss1 ⊕ ρ ss2 = ρ({s1 ⊕ s2|s1 ∈ ss1, s2 ∈ ss2}).
Observe that this denition guarantees that 
Proof By denition of ⊕ ρ , we have that α is dened as specied above, we have that action if (X = 4)? then P else Q||A cannot evolve by means of →Sα to any conguration of the form Q || A, s . In fact, the only possible transition is if (X = 4)? then P else Q||A, X = 2 →Sα P || A, X = 2 and, clearly, pLab(Q || A) = pLab(P || A). The problem is that function test α is an over approximation of test and may return true even if the concrete version returns false. This is critical in synchronous languages, since it may lead to losing the synchronization between the parallel agents (as illustrated in the example), and the concrete and abstract semantics produce completely dierent traces. Thus, the abstraction is not correct since the abstracted program cannot produce a trace that simulates the concrete one. 
In this section, we show how to construct Let α : Ask → Ask be the abstraction function 2 for tests. For each a ∈ Ask, we need to nd an action α(a) ∈ Ask such that, for all s α ∈ State:
Recall that it is possible to apply the function test to abstract states because State α ⊆ State.
Similarly, let α : Tell → Tell be the abstraction function for tell actions. For each b ∈ Tell, 2 By abusing notation, we use the same name for the abstract function applied to the dierent elements of the language: states, actions, etc.
we need to nd a tell action α(b) ∈ Tell such that, for all s α ∈ State:
This means that the abstract action has the same eect than abstracting the result of the concrete action.
In order to obtain an eective approxima- parallel The abstraction of the parallel operation is given by:
global choice We abstract the behavior of this agent by using the conditional agent. 
conditional The abstraction of the conditional agent is given by
The intuition behind this encoding is as follows. If we are sure that the condition a is satised by the current state, i.e., no concretization of ¬a is true, then we can simply execute A, which corresponds to 
) is a correct ∼α-simulation of T (S)(Decl)( A0, s0 ). As particular cases of the proposed approach, we have already applied these kinds of transformations both in an imperative and a declarative context. In fact, in [6] we dened a generalized semantics of PROMELA for abstract model checking, whereas in [1] an abstract semantics was dened for the timed concurrent constraint programming language tccp.
As future work we plan to extend the achieved results to the asynchronous model of concurrency.
